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In some jobs, there’s just no getting away from the noise. So if you want to, or need
to talk on the phone, you’ve got a problem. Unless you get the VXi BlueParrott®

Xpressway II, the latest in BlueParrott’s popular line of Bluetooth® headsets.
Xpressway II strikes the perfect balance of lightweight (0.6 oz.) comfort and heavy-
duty noise-canceling—knocking over 93% of background noise out of your
conversations. It also features wideband audio, for clear, accurate communication.
Plus A2DP support for great sound from music players, GPS and other Bluetooth-
enabled devices. Xpressway II’s right-sized ear cushion rests comfortably on your
ear, and its choice of three wearing styles lets you choose the style and fit that work
for you.

• Xtreme Noise Suppression™ technology quiets even the most aggressive
background noise.

• A choice of wearing styles, on-the-ear, over-the-head and behind-the-neck
included

• Wideband audio lets you understand every word.

• A2DP for use with other Bluetooth-enabled audio devices.

• Multipoint pairing lets you use two cell phones or a phone and a Bluetooth-
enabled PC in tandem.

• 7+ hours of talk time per charge means you can keep on talking.

• Lightweight and roadworthy, so it’s both comfortable and durable.

The three-in-one for the road.

The Xpressway II convertible

headset strikes the perfect

balance of lightweight comfort

and heavy-duty noise-canceling.
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For more information about VXi and our full line of Contact Center & Office, Bluetooth® Mobile and Unified Communications products, visit
our website at www.vxicorp.com.
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On the road or on the job, with the Xpressway II, you’re good to go.
Clear communications. Advanced VXi noise-canceling, plus wideband audio, means every word gets heard.

Fewer distractions. Stable and comfortable, Xpressway II keeps users focused.

Real value. With three wearing styles, multipoint pairing and A2DP support, the Xpressway II does it all.

Go far, stay private. A range of up to 66 feet gives you twice the wireless freedom compared to most other Bluetooth
headsets, while 128-bit data encryption keeps your calls secure.

Why Wideband Audio?
In simple terms, wideband audio means a higher quality of voice transmission. Traditional narrowband telephone transmissions
severely limit the range of frequencies, resulting in the pinched, tinny sound that often made voices hard to understand. But
wideband audio transmits a much fuller range of frequencies, for a clear, more natural sound. So wideband audio is more intelligible,
which means fewer misunderstandings. It also allows users to concentrate on what’s being said, instead of straining to decipher
unclear words. The ultimate benefits are increased productivity, less fatigue—and more satisfied customers.

Xpressway II gives you a choice of foam (two sizes) and rubber ear cushions.

Xpressway II includes three wearing styles, over-the-ear, over-the-head and behind-the-neck.

Over-the-Ear Over-the-Head Behind-the-Neck

The best sound, style and comfort.Wherever you go.
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